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ABSTRACT
We propose a benchmark of state-of-the-art sound event detection
systems (SED). We designed synthetic evaluation sets to focus on
specific sound event detection challenges. We analyze the performance of the submissions to DCASE 2021 task 4 depending on time
related modifications (time position of an event and length of clips)
and we study the impact of non-target sound events and reverberation. We show that the localization in time of sound events is still
a problem for SED systems. We also show that reverberation and
non-target sound events are severely degrading the performance of
the SED systems. In the latter case, sound separation seems like a
promising solution.
Index Terms— Sound event detection, synthetic soundscapes,
sound separation
1. INTRODUCTION
Sound event detection (SED) is a task from ambient sound analysis
that consists in detecting what did happen in an audio recording but
also when it did happen [1]. SED can have numerous applications
from assisted living to security or urban planning [2, 3, 4, 5]. To
be useful for these applications SED algorithms have to be efficient
when applied in real-world, complex scenarios.
SED in real environments includes several challenges among
which detecting accurately the sound events time boundaries (onset
and offset) in scenarios that often include several overlapping sound
events (target or not) and possibly background noise. One key aspect
in solving this problem is to have training set with strong annotations
(with timestamps) available. This is rarely the case because this type
of annotations is time consuming to obtain and is known to be prone
to annotation errors and disagreement between annotators (mainly
because of the ambiguity in the perception of the onsets and offsets).
In 2018, in the task 4 of the international challenge on detection
and classification of acoustic scenes and events (DCASE) we proposed to train a SED system from a dataset composed of recorded
soundscapes partly labeled with weak annotations (without timestamps) [6]. In 2019 we extended the training dataset with a subset composed of strongly annotated synthetic soundscapes (that are
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quite cheap to generate) [7]. In 2020 we proposed to use sound separation (SSep) as a pre-processing to SED in order to solve the problem of detecting overlapping sound events [8].
One problem is that the evaluation on complex recorded soundscapes does not allow to disentangle the several challenges faced in
SED in real environments. During DCASE 2019 task 4, capitalizing
on the possibility to have a full control on the properties of the soundscapes generated with Scaper [9], we benchmarked SED submissions on soundscapes designed to investigate several SED challenges
such as foreground event to background ratio or time localization of
the sound event within a clip challenges [10]. During DCASE 2020
task 4 we proposed a new set of synthetic soundscapes designed to
investigate other SED challenges.
This paper presents a benchmark of state of the art SED systems submitted to DCASE 2020 task 4 on several SED challenges.
We analyze the performance of this year submissions depending on
the time localization of the sound events within the clip, the sound
events duration. We also compare the performance of the submitted
systems on 10 second audio clips (as in the official evaluation set)
and on 60 second audio clips. Finally, since one of the novelty of
DCASE 2020 task 4 was to propose to use SSep as a pre-processing
to SED, we analyze the robustness of the submissions performance
towards noise and reverberation for both SED systems with or without SSep.
2. DATASETS AND TASK SETUP
2.1. Task setup and evaluation metrics
In DCASE 2020 task 4, systems are expected to produce stronglylabeled outputs (i.e. detect sound events with a start time, end time,
and sound class label), but are provided with weakly labeled data
(i.e. sound recordings with only the presence/absence of a sound
event included in the labels without any timing information) for
training. Multiple events can be present in each audio recording, including overlapping target sound events and potentially non-target
sound events. Previous studies have shown that the presence of
additional sound events can drastically decrease the SED performance [10].
In this paper, we evaluate SED submissions according to an
event-based F-score with a 200 ms collar on the onsets and a collar on the offsets that is the greatest between 200 ms and 20% of the
sound event’s length. The overall F-score is the unweighted average

of the class-wise F-scores. F-scores are computed on a single operating point (fixed decision thresholds) using the sed eval library [11].
For a detailed analysis of the submissions performance depending
on the evaluation metric we refer the reader to Ferroni et al. [12].

mentioned otherwise, the Sox based reverb in Scaper is deactivated
in all the subsets. This subset is thereafter refereed to as ref.

2.2. Datasets

A subset of 152 soundscapes is generated with a similar sound events
number per clips and per class as in ref and with the same FBSNR range. The clip duration in this subset is 60 s which means
that the sound event density relative to time is scaled by a factor 6.
The motivation for this subset is that in real scenarios, SED systems
are usually required to operate on sound segments that are longer
than 10 s. Additionally, when operating in real life scenarios, SED
systems would probably sometimes face scenarios where the sound
events density is much lower than the sound event density faced in
Youtube video that are generally recorded because something is actually happening. The subset is thereafter refereed to as 60s. Note
that this is the only subset with a clip duration which is not 10 s.

2.2.1. DESED dataset
The dataset used for the SED experiments is DESED1 , a dataset for
SED in domestic environments composed of 10-sec audio clips that
are recorded or synthesized [10, 13]. The recorded soundscapes are
taken from AudioSet [14]. The synthetic soundscapes are generated using Scaper [9]. The foreground events are obtained from
FSD50k [15, 16]. The background textures are obtained from the
SINS dataset [17] and TUT scenes 2016 development dataset [18].
In this benchmark we focus mainly on the evaluation sets composed of synthetic soundscapes. The performance of the submissions on the official evaluation set (composed of recorded soundscapes) is still reminded in Table 3.1 as a reference point.
2.2.2. FUSS dataset
The evaluation set of the Free Universal Sound Separation (FUSS)2
dataset [19] is intended for experimenting with universal sound separation [20], and is used to generate the soundscapes used to investigate the robustness of the submission to additive noise and reverberation. Audio data is sourced from freesound.org. Using
labels from FSD50k [16], gathered through the Freesound Annotator [21], these source files have been screened such that they likely
only contain a single type of sound. Labels are not provided for
these source files, and thus the goal is to separate sources without
using class information. To create reverberated mixtures, 10 second clips of sources are convolved with simulated room impulse
responses (RIR). Each 10 second mixture contains between 1 to 4
sources (target sound event or not). Source files longer than 10 seconds are considered ”background” sources. Every mixture contains
one background source, which is active for the entire duration.
2.3. Synthetic evaluation datasets
The SED aspects that we are aiming to investigate here are the challenges related to timing (clips duration, sound events duration and
sound events localization in time), to overlapping target/non-target
sound events and reverberation faced in real scenarios. For this we
designed five evaluation sets that are composed on synthetic soundscapes designed specifically to target these challenges. These additional evaluation datasets were proposed to DCASE 2020 task 4 participants together with the official evaluation set in order to be able
to benchmark state-of-the-art systems on these particular challenges.
2.3.1. Reference synthetic soundscapes evaluation set
A reference subset comprised of 828 soundscapes is generated with
Scaper scripts that are designed such that the distribution of sound
events per class, the number of sound events per clip (depending
on the class) and the sound event class co-occurrence are similar
to that of the validation set which is composed of real recordings.
The foreground event to background signal-to-noise ratio (FBSNR)
parameter was uniformly drawn between 6 dB and 30 dB. Unless
1 https://project.inria.fr/desed/

2 https://github.com/google-research/
sound-separation/tree/master/datasets/fuss

2.3.2. 60 s clips

2.3.3. Varying onset time
A subset of 1000 soundscapes is generated with uniform sound event
onset distribution and only one event per soundscape. The parameters are set such that the FBSNR is between 6 dB and 30 dB. Three
variants of this subset are generated with the same isolated events,
only shifted in time. In the first version, all sound events have an
onset located between 250 ms and 750 ms, in the second version the
sound event onsets are located between 5.25 s and 5.75 s and in the
last version the sound event onsets are located between 9.25 s and
9.75 s. In the remainder of the paper, these subsets will be referred
to as 500ms, 5500ms and 9500ms, respectively. This subset is designed to study the sensibility of the SED segmentation to the sound
event localization in time. In particular, we wanted to control if SED
systems were learning a bias in term of time localization depending
on the event length (e.g., long sound events would most often start
at the beginning of the sound clip). Note that we already conducted
experiments on a similar susbset in DCASE 2019 task 4 [10]. The
purpose here is to analyze if systems have improved on this particular aspect.
2.3.4. One event per file
A subset of 1000 soundscapes was generated with a single event per
clip. The FBSNR is drawn randomly between 6 dB and 30 dB. The
time localization of the sound event onset is drawn randomly. The
clip distribution per sound event class is uniform (i.e., there is 100
clips for each of the 10 sound event classes). The purpose of this
subset is to analyze the impact of the sound events duration on the
SED performance. It has been shown previously that some systems
can have a tendency to perform better on long sound events than on
short sound events [22] but this was analyzed in recorded clips where
long sound events are more likely to be present alone (at least during
a portion of the sound event) than short sound events. Another study
confirmed that the signal-to-noise ratio between sound events does
have a serious impact on the SED performance (both for short and
long sound events) [10]. Therefore, we propose this subset with only
one sound event per clips that would allow to focus on events duration only and leave aside the overlapping events effect. This subset
is thereafter refereed to as single.
2.3.5. Modify conditions
Eight additional versions of ref are generated to include non-target
sound events, reverberation or a combination of both. The non target

Submission
Miyazaki [23]
Hao [24]
Ebbers [25]
Koh [26]
Yao [27]
CTK [28]
Liu [29]
Zhenwei [30]
Huang [31]
Cornell [32]
Baseline [33]

F-score
2020 Eval
ref
51.1 56.5
47.8 38.4
47.2 54.4
46.6 51.4
46.4 52.9
46.3 50.9
45.2 45.3
45.1 36.4
44.7 36.2
44.4 47.8
36.5 46.3

60s
2.9
53.0
53.0
3.3
2.7
39.9
41.7
0.1
35.8
3.4
3.0

Difference
60s-ref
-53.6
14.7
-1.5
-48.1
-50.2
-11.1
-3.6
-36.3
-0.4
-44.4
-43.3

on long sound events performance evaluation [12]. This hypothesis
should probably be confirmed with another metric like polyphonic
sound detection score [34] but this is out of the scope of the paper.

Table 1. F-score performance of DCASE 2020 task 4 submissions
on the official evaluation set and synthetic evaluation sets.
sound events are randomly selected from the FUSS dataset [19]. The
target sound event to non-target sound event SNR (TNTSNR) can be
set to 15 dB or 0 dB. The subsets without non target sound events,
with TNTSNR at 15 dB and at 0 dB will be respectively refereed
to as TNTSNR inf, TNTSNR 15 and TNTSNR 0. Reverberation
is applied using RIR from the FUSS dataset [19]. Each soundscape
is reverberated with a different room from the FUSS dataset (each
sound event is convolved with a RIR corresponding to a different location in the room). The reverberation can be applied either using
the full RIR or applying a RIR truncated to 200 ms after the direct
path. The subsets without reverberation, with reverberation from
truncated RIR and with full RIR will be refereed to as no reverb,
short reverb and long reverb, respectively. The 8 subsets correspond to the combinations of the TNTSNR and the reverberation
conditions. The subset with TNTSNR inf and no reverb is ref.
3. ANALYSIS ON TIME RELATED VARIATIONS

Fig. 1. Submissions performance on (60s): Precision and recall

3.2. Impact of the time localization of events
This experiment is a follow-up to the experiment proposed on
DCASE 2019 task 4 submissions [10]. The time localization of the
sound event within the clip has only a minor impact on the detection of short events so we focus on long sound events here. Figure 2
shows the detection performance for long sound events depending on
where the sound event is located within the clip. The performance
degrades when the event is located towards the end of the clip. As
the onset distribution in the training set is uniform in the clip [10]
this is most probably due to post-processing that are based on too
long windows for long sound events.

3.1. 60 s clips
In Table 3.1 we present the F-score performance obtained by the 10
teams that were at the highest ranks during the DCASE 2020 task
4 and for the baseline. We present F-score for the official evaluation set (2020 Eval) and on the synthetic sets ref and 60s. We also
present the difference between the performance obtained on ref to
the performance obtained on 60s.
For most of the systems the performance is severely degraded
when evaluating on 60s instead of ref. This is not the case for three
systems that maintain the performance [25, 29, 31] and one system
that even improves its performance [24]. The difference of behavior
compared to other systems could be related to the specific attention
some of these participants spent on adjusting the decision thresholds [25, 29] that can be crucial in avoiding false negatives or false
positives in particular when the sound event density decreases.
For systems on which we observe degraded performance on 60s,
our first assumption was that the performance difference was caused
by the change in sound events distribution. This could have caused
systems trained on 10 s clips to predict more sound events on 60s
than the actual distribution causing false positives. This hypothesis
is actually refuted when looking at the precision and recall performance of the systems (Figure 1). The low recall indicates a high
number of false negatives and not false positives. This could be
due to the system lack of ability to segment sound event on longer
clips or on the bias introduced by event-based (collar-based) metric

Fig. 2. F-score depending on the event localization in time.

3.3. One event per file
The F-score of the submissions on single is presented in Figure 3. In
general SED systems tend to perform better on short sound events
than on long sound events. The observation that SED systems
performed better on long sound events when performing SED on
recorded clips [22] was then probably due to the impact of event
polyphony and not the sound event duration. The poor performance
on long sound events could also be emphasized by the biased introduced by collar based metrics [12].

Fig. 3. F-score depending on the sound events duration
4. ROBUSTNESS TO ADDITIVE NOISE AND
REVERBERATION
In Figures 4 and 5 we present systems performance depending on
the TNTSNR and the reverberation, respectively. The general trend
is the same for all systems: the performance decreases when the
TNTSNR decreases and the performance also decreases when the
soundscapes are reverberated (the degradation is rather similar with
short and long reverberation). The performance degradation when
introducing reverberation is about 15% in terms of F-score in average. This can be problematic when considering SED on real recordings where the reverberation can change highly from one recording
to another. The impact of reverberation on SED systems was not
studied until now but these results open the way to experiments on
multi-condition training or on using dereverberation with SED.

Fig. 5. F-score depending on the reverberation (without non-target
events)
without SSep to analyze the absolute impact of SSep on SED (which
we did not have this year). When comparing the relative robustness
to non-target sound events the degradation is about 19% in terms of
F-score from TNTSNR inf to TNTSNR 0 for submissions wihtout
SSep while it is about 12.5% for submissions with SSep. This is also
true to a lesser extent for the baselines.

Baseline
Submissions
(average)

SSep
No
Yes
No
Yes

0
25.68
26.13
29.66
24.23

TNTSNR
15
38.65
38.15
41.65
32.69

inf
48.16
46.27
48.44
36.78

Table 2. F-score average performance for the submissions and the
baseline with/without SSep

5. CONCLUSIONS

Fig. 4. F-score depending on the TNTSNR (without reverberation)
As the general trends for SED performance depending on the
TNTSR is rather similar across systems, we propose to analyze systems performance in average depending on whether the submission
includes a SSep pre-processing or not (Table 2). SSep fails to improve the performance when no non-target sound events are present
in the recording (TNTSNR inf). This is true for the baseline. Regarding the submissions, the SED systems used with or without SSep
are different so the performance cannot be compared directly. We
would need several submissions that used the same SED without and

In this paper we performed a benchmark of state-of-the-art SED systems (the submissions to DCASE 2020 task 4) on evaluation sets
composed of synthetic soundscapes that were design to target specific challenges in SED. We identified some challenges related to the
localization of the sound events in time (working with longer clips,
detection at different instants of the clip, detection of long sound
events). Some of these challenge might also be emphasized by the
metric itself as shown in Ferroni et al. [12] so this should be investigated further. We also analyzed the performance of SED systems
with reverberated clips with non target sound events. Reverberation is consistently degrading the performance and some approaches
as multi-condition training or dereverberation could be explored to
solve this issue. SSep seems to help increasing the robustness of the
SED systems to non-target sound events but its optimal integration
with SED still needs to be investigated further.
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